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We all experience poor voice quality [or speech quality, as we shall call it here] from time to time, not 
only on cell phones but also on wireline calls. This paper will outline a simple troubleshooting 
methodology that will allow rapid troubleshooting of such problems. Techniques to identify the physical 
segment causing the problem are covered from customer premises  through network to the carrier  SIP 
trunks. The troubleshoot process includes having an appreciation of the type of device introducing the 
problem, for example a router, switch our signal processing device.

Isolation of the problem may mean identifying:

 the physical segment of the network at which packets are being dropped or impairments 
introduced. Or 

 the nature of the impairment i.e. whether it’s related to a packet network or to an analog, 
acoustic or digital signal processing [DSP] issue on the outside of the packet network.

These are the first two steps used to zero in on the root cause of the problem.

Not all telephony connections have the luxury of fiber End-to-End.  Even if there is fiber from end to end, 
does the connection have HD (High Definition) voice End-to-End. The typical patchwork of networks 
includes many technologies such as copper wires, radio links, fiber, with softphones and hard desk 
phones and cell phones all compile to increase the probability of inadequate communication clarity

Companies operating with international offices may be more susceptible to speech quality challenges 
having to use communications links with more impairments

So how do we determine if speech quality is good or bad?

“Let’s ask the users”…? 

What call quality 
do you get before 

and after 
voice/data 

integration?

Why not ask 
the users…?

Incidentally, Why do we call it speech quality rather than 

Voice quality? 

Well, it is the speech that is transferred across

the network , and not your voice? Agreed?
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A useful process to instigate for your helpdesk would be to ask Tier 1/Customer 
Service Agents to record the following information :

In which direction is the speech quality impairment?
Were you able to complete your phone conversation or did you hang up because 
of the poor quality?

The answers you typically get from the end-user may contain valuable insights but may also be 
inconsistent. 

“It sounds a bit 
distorted”

“There’s this 
sort of 
warbling 
sound”

“… sounds 
alright to me”

“It was OK last 
week, but this 
week it’s been 
terrible”

“It sounds awful”

“I can hear my 
own voice 
echoing”

“Well, it’s 
better than 
GSM”

“All that money 
and it’s worse 
than before”

“You wait ages 
for the call to go 
through”

“What’s that 
buzzing 
noise?”

“There’s more 
delay before you 
hear the reply”

“I’m sure it 
used to be 
clearer”

“Sometimes there 
are bits missing”

“What’s that warbling sound”
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Colloquially packet loss may be referred to in the industry as “Choppy voice” or “the picket fence” 
phenomena. 

Maybe you can glean some useful information as to the nature of the problem from such a subjective 
description but typically these answers will vary.

So it is useful to categorize the program as follows:

Is it a packet network phenomenon? in other words packet loss or jitter?

If there  is no packet  loss on the network,   or packet loss is less than 3 to 6% typically and the jitter is 
in the order of ‘tens of milliseconds’, as opposed to over a hundred of milliseconds, you can conclude 
that the IP network is delivering adequate quality of service to the VoIP layer and you should look 
elsewhere for the speech quality impairments.

VoIP endpoints or phones possess packet loss 
Concealment technology ( e.g. De-Jitter buffers)
which can compensate for some packet loss or
jitter on a network

What is High Definition voice?

The signal representing our speech is transmitted

with richer and wider frequencies which allow us 

to hear the conversation more clearly and even

recognize better the personality of individuals’ voices

That we know
Other things that can go wrong

These would be related to:-

 The customers’ or users endpoint Or VoIP phone or 
 the networks and access lines between the endpoints.

None packet loss and jitter issues relating to network that can impact speech quality include transcoding, 
rate adaption and any conversion to TDM or even analog 

Problems on the users endpoint environment can relate to acoustic or electrical problems with headsets, 
handsets or hands-free set up, cell phones or  dedicated desktop software problems or other applications 
or resource allocations within a PC when running the soft phone
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Check your monitoring tool for packet 
loss or excessive jitter at all possible  
physical  segments all locations along 
the path of the call

First steps to problem isolation
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A monitoring such as Oracle’s OCOM, [formerly known as Palladion] or possibly 
other probe based monitoring systems will tell you if packet loss or jitter is 
happening up to that point in the call path, from the transmitter to the monitor.  
Such systems will monitor and measure on RTP voice packets that are being 
received by them.  RTP streams traveling in the opposite direction would monitor 
all TCP packets to derive similar information.

A MOS value estimate [ derived from ITU-T P.800 E model R-factor ] may also be 
given.

Your service provider these days should typically have such a probe-based system.

So you can compare results from your system versus theirs in order to segment 
where the problem is being introduced. Perhaps you can monitor at your enterprise 
premises where the call originates and also at a branch office where it terminates.  
The service provider is monitoring their network footprint in the middle. If your 
branch office uses some of the local exchange carrier or ISP for access, the service 
provider can perform a trace route to determine the path from where it leaves their 
network on a sip trunk, to your branch office.
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MOS values derived from ITU-T P.800 E model 
is an algorithm that factors in packet loss & 
jitter and some other fixed theoretical 
coefficients. So it really just tells you that a 
network that was producing good “speech 
quality” has now gone bad, due to packet loss 
or jitter.  packet loss or jitter is a transitory 
occurrence on a network caused by congestion, 
defective hardware, incorrect configuration of 
equipment or ineffective connection of cables 
or patch cords.

MOS values derived from PESQ/POLQA [ITU-T 
P.862/3] are audio layer measurement, not 
packet layer measurements. They are made 
end to end from the audio the analog interface 
i.e. handset of your telephone. PESQ and 
POLQA tell you more closely how we as human 
beings would perceive the quality of that audio 
, end-to-end, from microphone to ear piece. 
The measurement may even be taken using 
acoustic coupling through the actual speaker of 
your headset or microphone

Using the Malden/Opale Systems DSLA system 
available from Teraquant, and used by most 
equipment vendors,  PESQ will have a 
97% correlation with MOS [within a 95% 
confidence interval] . MOS  is the subjective 
measurement, meaning the collective 
subjective human judgmental  experience 
derived from a total of  hundreds of thousands 
test scores from people listening to audio 
tapes, good quality and those with 
impairments, made over the past 25 years. E 
model and PESQ & POLQA are technologies 
employed by computers to provide an objective 
measurement. These  Objective measurements 
correlate to subjective MOS  to a greater [as 
with PESQ & POLQA]  or lesser degree as with E 
model.

So if packet loss is minimal and jitter all 
looks good, where do you investigate 
next?

Carrier class and enterprise class 
monitoring systems such as Oracle 
Palladion [OCOM or EOM] can also 
capture the raw RTP or voice packets 
and parcel them up in a wave file for you 
to listen to.

You would be listening for an 
impairment similar to that described by 
the end-user in the trouble ticket. 
Specifically you’d be listing for :-
• echo or muffled or foggy speech
• or voice that’s fading in and out,  

such as on a cell phone connection
• or background noise 
• Or whether the parties on the call 

were speaking about the poor  
speech quality and how they were 
describing the speech impairment.
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However this analysis above is in the territory of subjective assessment.

If you need to be able to report to customers or users the repeatable speech quality for each given 
route across a network, or technology or precisely for the time of day, then you need an objective 
measurement to report the exact extent of poor speech quality, then you need to use PESQ or 
POLQA. To be able to pinpoint a problem with an endpoint or DSP device in a Gateway in the 
network, then you need PESQ or POLQA.

PESQ or POLQA  are audio layer  measurements.  They will allow you to determine whether  poor 
speech quality is  caused End-to-End by the packet network  or by the endpoint   or by some 
transforming device in the middle such as a transcoder or gateway. The transcoder may typically 
transcode a wireless cellular codec such as wideband AMR G.722.2 wideband audio is used on wire 
line VoIP phones such as G.722. this may introduce impairments which can be measured by PESQ 
and POLQA.

the above diagram shows the analysis of a real live operational call. The speech file for 
this call is given below. Top graph is the incident or transmitted reference file. The 
middle graph is the degraded speech that was received at the receiving end. The bottom 
graph shows the errors between the two, energy above the x-axis is added erroneous 
energy. Quantities below that axis are missing energy that were lost on the way
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You can see on the bottom graph for example at the 2.8 second marker, the 3.3 
second marker and an even longer duration of events at the 4.0 second marker, lost 
energy caused by discrete events such as packet loss

But in addition in this clip, there are significant impairments introduced by the 
endpoints due to codec impairments on the softphone and De-Jitter buffer 
errors.

PESQ or POLQA will  also  allow you to predict exactly what speech quality your 
end-user is witnessing. In other words how she would rate the Quality of the 
call subjectively, that she hears. PESQ or POLQA can be used to provide an SLA 
on speech quality

PESQ or POLQA involves sending real speech files from A to B.  however, all this 
is easily implemented  and automated with mature full functional software 
searches the Malden DSLA system.

The early  standard is PESQ  [ITU-T P.862]. PESQ  supported measurement of 
narrowband telephony [up to 4 kHz analog frequency response]. POLQA [ITU-T 
P.863]  was standardized in 2011, fixing some of the limitations of PESQ but 
also embracing wideband telephony [7 kHz audio] and all the way up to super-
wideband and full-band telephony [24kHz i.e. the theoretical limitation for the 
human ear].

For more information on speech quality measurements and troubleshooting 
VoIP networks please email us at:- info@Teraquant.com
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About Us

Founded in 2001 and located in Boulder Colorado, USA, Teraquant is a telecom

solutions company, known for leading edge innovation and good old fashioned

integrity and pride in pursuing excellence. Teraquant is the nation’s top specialists

in speech quality assessment and we are experts in VoIP and wireless Protocols.

Teraquant originally introduced Palladion (now Oracle Enterprise Operations

Monitor/EOM/OCOM), the leading service assurance platform into the USA &

Canada back in 2008. Teraquant is an Oracle Gold Partner & OEM for Oracle

Communications products and a designer/vendor of test and network monitoring

products. We are the EOM/COM global experts and the only third party to add

measurements and extensions to EOM/COM and work extensively with the

EOM/COM API’s to integrate with your other OSS/BSS systems.

Solutions

• Session Border Controllers (SBC’s)

• Training – hands-on troubleshooting & KPI’s for VoIP 

• DIAMETER Signaling Routers (DSR) & LTE roaming and interconnect enablement

• Network monitoring; Reporting; Testing and Service Assurance

• Billing and Revenue Management

• WebRTC/UC enterprise infrastructure

• Drive testing and wireless performance monitoring

• Speech quality analysis

• Big Data Analytics
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Teraquant has recently developed Safkhet, a 

simplistically deployed cloud-based test system 

for active monitoring of wireless cellular 3G & 

4G/LTE & WiFI networks and Cyber Security 

Assessment for Vulnerability of wireless 

networks from the Ue/Air/RF interface. The 

platform comprises dedicated rugged hardware 

for outdoor field use and a highly scalable multi-

user software platform.

Applications:

M2M

GSM A IREG & TADIQ roaming & Billing 

verification

Remote Controlled Testing

Wireless Voice, Video & Data Traffic Generation

Unattended Automated Drive Testing

Mobile Payments testing

Load Testing of Cellular Radio Access 

Networks

Lab Based Multipath Fade Testing

VoIP Service Assurance

Performance & KPI’s

Perceptual Speech Quality Assessment

Perceptual Video Quality Assessment

Technologies:

Wireless, SS7, VoIP, GSM, UMTS, CDMA, LTE, WiMax, WiFi, PESQ, POLQA, J.247


